Pancake cooker gas

A professional chef deserves
the best equipment

Pancake cooker gas

A unique technical realisation
The heavy gas burners remain their specific application even in the most modern kitchen
technologies. The welded, stainless steel construction, the heavy enameled cast iron pan
support and the unique burners provide a heavy-duty cooking unit.

BTF/1723G

BTF/1722G

‘The Rubbens pancake cooker gas.
The perfect addition to any kitchen!’

Other great features are:
- gas valve with pilot frame
- safety device
- standard with bottom shelf
- adjustable feets
- cast iron pan support 400x400 mm
- available from 1 to 5 burners

BTF/1725G

PAN COOKER GAS

1 burner

2 burners

3 burners

4 burners

5 burners

Type

BTF/1721G

BTF/1722G

BTF/1723G

BTF/1724G

BTF/1725G

50 x 60 x 50

89,5 x 60 x 80

129 x 60 x 80

168,5 x 60 x 80

208 x 60 x 80

6,5

13

19,5

26

32,5

Size (cm)
Power (kW)

Optional
Wok ring with stainless shelf
instead of a burner grid.

That’s why you choose Rubbens
In-house production
You are in direct contact with the manufacturer who designs, makes,
installs and services your kitchen.

Rubbens has been building kitchen for over 95 years. We always share
our extensive knowhow with our clients.

Strong in service
Our project leaders ensure that your project is closely monitored, so you
are assured of a correct and timely execution of your kitchen plans. After
installation we provide a complete customer service, including servicing
the appliances that we integrated in your kitchen.

Excellent price-quality ratio
Rubbens works with professional people and materials. We are conscious
to offer you a quality proof solution that secures your investment.
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